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Candle lighting: Friday 4:13 pm
Havdalah: 5:16 pm
Parshah Miketz
Pharoah has dreams and he releases
Joseph from prison to interpret them.
Josepf predicts famine and he’s
appointed second in command to King
Pharoah. The brothers go to Egypt to
get food and Joseph accuses them of
being spies. He demands that they
bring their brother Benjamin to Egypt
and then he takes Shimon as a slave.
Jacob won’t allow Benjamin to go until
Judah takes responsibility for him,.
The brothers go back to Egypt, but
as they leave for home with food for
their father Jacom, the theft of
Joseph’s goblet is blamed on Benjamin.

PHDS
Celebrates
Hanukkah

Watch for our
Silent Auction
on Monday
December 6th
we have great
items for you
and you can
help us raise
money too!
Check out links
on Facebook
and Instagram!

Important Dates
12/5 Salmon Dinner take out
12/6 Online Silent Auction
12/6 6pm Chanukah Play-PHDS
(Families only by reservation due to
COVID restrictions)
12/23 - 01/04 Winter break- No School

Dreidel
spinning
competition

Science
We are learning about magnetic and
electromagnetic machines. The students
are exploring the magnetic structures and
the physics behind how they work. They
created their own electromagnets and
experimented with ways to increase
strength.

The lower elementary students had
lessons about habitats. They were
asked the question, “Why would a wild
animal visit a playground?” They went
on a virtual field trip to a playground
in Nevada that was near a desert and
tried to figure out why the Bighorn
Sheep visited the playground during the
day and went back into the mountains
at night.
They also learned about the habitats
of the Chukar Partridges. Ask your
student about when/if this bird can
fly.
Before our break we made thankful
cards for our family decorated with
beautiful autumn leaves. Additionally, the
students created bird feeder wreaths
that we hung outside in our yard..

Ms. Lise’s Pre K-K Class

We have been doing fun Chanukah projects this week. The children have been enjoying art and PE and we have
been talking about the change in seasons and the new month. In art, the children made ice cream cones and then
we did a survey to find out our school’s favourite flavor. Chocolate and vanilla tied for first place!

Cooking is fun-Eating is more fun

The 1st-7th grade classes created their very
own recipe for vegetable soup by agreeing
on the vegetables they would include. They
spent STEAM day peeling, chopping , and
measuring, and the next day eating.
(p.s. It was wonderful!)

On Steam Day, the Preschool/K class enjoyed
making a vegetable tray and fruit salad.
They cut up fruit and arranged the veggie
tray Of course, the best part was eating our
project!

Introducing: Ms. DebbiePre-K-Kinder art teacher
(See self-portrait below)

We have ﬁnished with Kandinsky and will be learning about American artist,
Wayne Thiebaud. Mr. Thiebaud is famous for his paintings of food and
everyday objects. He currently lives in Arizona and recently turned 101 y/o.
We will be creating some fun paper projects and at the end of the month
have a paint project with everything but the kitchen sink.
Hi! I'm Debbie Quinn and the PreK-K art
teacher. I have a degree in elementary
education but have spent most of my career
in early childhood. I am newly retired from
Metamora Community Preschool. Miss Lise's
class has already learned a lot. We learned
about primary colors and that primary
colors create secondary colors. We will learn
about many famous artists. Our first artist
was Wassily Kandinsky. Ask your child what
they learned about Kandinsky and his work.

Hundertwasser Houses

Math and Geography-

All of the students have been working on coordinate graphing as
well as other math concepts. The lower elementary had fun
learning how to graph in the first quadrant. The students graphed a
mystery picture, which turned out to be a dreidel.
The upper elementary students graphed on all four quadrants. The
students ended up graphing a mystery graphing picture that ended
up being a magic bunny.
The older students worked on their new online geography program.
Myself as well as the students are learning how to navigate the
online curriculum. So far, the students have enjoyed the different
components of the online curriculum.

The lower elementary
students learned about
how cars have changed
over the last one hundred
years. The students were
excited to tell me about
what they already knew
about cars, and we read
some new information in
our textbooks.

